EXPECTATIONS MEETING

Year 3 and 4
2019/20
Year 3 and 4 are important!

- National “dip” in progress in Y3
- If children “take their foot off the gas” in Y3 and Y4 it makes Upper School so much harder
Parent support is crucial

- Send the children to school - attendance is key – if they’re not here they won’t be prepared - 96% attendance
- Parental influence more important than school!
Reading

- Stamina – they need to be reading for longer periods of time
- Challenging texts – vocabulary and age related content
- Talking with an adult very important
Writing

- Spelling – the first and second hundred words should be secure
- Y3 and 4 spelling lists (on website)
- Capital letters and full stops
Maths

- Must, must, must learn tables and number bonds (to and within 10) – almost all maths hinges on these
- Y4
- Use Times Tables Rockstars. Aim for speed, then slow down for accuracy.
Homelearning

- Our policy – practice and learning facts
Any questions . . .